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SPECTRAL CUTTING FOR A CLASS
OF SUBNORMAL OPERATORS

BHUSHAN L. WADHWA

ABSTRACT. Let S be a subnormal decomposable operator on a Hubert space

U. (The dual of the Bergman shift belongs to this class.) It is shown that for

any closed set 8 with nonempty intersection with the spectrum of S, M can be

decomposed as M(6)(&M(6')(BM*, where M(6) and M(S') are hyperinvariant

under T, and M* is invariant under T* with spectrum of T*\M* contained

in the conjugate of the boundary of 6. The minimal normal extension of the

subnormal operator T\M(6) is also considered.

An operator 5 on a Hubert space M is called subnormal in case it is the restriction

of a normal operator N acting on a superspace K D M such that Nri C U. If the

normal operator N is chosen to be minimal in the sense that

K = span{ATJ/i: h€M, j = 0,1,2,...},

then the operator N is uniquely determined up to a unitary equivalence which

leaves S and U fixed. Relative to the decomposition K — M © M1, the operator N

has the 2x2 matrix representation

(Li) "=(' r)-

The operator N is called the minimal normal extension (m.n.e.) of 5. If S is

pure (no reducing subspace on which S is normal), the operator T in the above

representation is subnormal (the m.n.e. of T is N*) and is called the dual of S.

For a recent account of the theory of subnormal operators see Conway [5].

Let L2(A) denote the usual Hubert space of functions on A, the open unit disc,

which are square integrable with respect to the Lebesgue planar measure. Let

L2(A) denote the closure in L2(A) of functions in L2(A) which are analytic in

A. The normal operator N defined on L2(A) by Nf(z) = zf(z) leaves L2a(A)

invariant, the subnormal operator obtained by restricting N to L2(A) is called the

Bergman shift. The orthogonal complement of the space La(A) in L2(A) can be

identified with the Sobolev space w0' (A) and the operator T defined on w0' (A)

by Tf(z) = zf(z) is a subnormal operator with N* on L2(A) as its m.n.e. The

spectrum of T is the same as its essential spectrum and it is the closed unit disc.

This operator T, the dual of the Bergman shift, is a generalized scalar operator

(Apóstol, Foias. and Voiculescu [1]), which means that T has C°°(A)-functional

calculus. The reader is referred to Conway [6] for more details of this fascinating

operator.
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Let B be a bounded operator on a Hubert space M. A subspace M of )l is called

a maximal spectral space of B if M is invariant under B and Z C M for every

subspace Z which is invariant under B and cr(B\Z) C <r(B|M). The operator P is

called a decomposable operator if for every finite open covering {G\, G2, ■ ■ ■, Gn} of

the spectrum of B, o(B), there exist maximal spectral subspaces M\,M2, ■ ■ ■, Mn

such that M — Mi + M2 + ■ ■ ■ + Mn and the o(B\Mi) is contained in Gi for

i — \,...,n. The notion of a decomposable operator is due to Foias. [9]. One

can easily show that a generalized scalar operator B is a decomposable operator

[4] by taking {cpi,<f>2,.. .,<f>n} as a C°°-partition of unity subordinate to a given

covering {Gi,G2,..., Gn} of the o(B); the corresponding maximal spectral space

is precisely the closure of range of U<pi(z), where U is the mapping which induces

the C°° -functional calculus of the operator B.

The dual of the Bergman shift is a decomposable operator which is subnormal.

Another equally fascinating subnormal decomposable operator can be obtained

from McKissick's example of a normal function algebra (see Stout [13, pp. 345-

355]). These operators being decomposable have an abundance of maximal spectral

(and thus hyperinvariant) subspaces. We shall get a finer decomposition of the

underlying space from the fact that these operators are also subnormal. Let us

introduce some more terminology.

Let 5 be a bounded operator on the Hubert space U. For a fixed vector x in

)i, the local resolvent is the (multiple valued) function xb(A) which consists of

all possible analytic continuations of (B — A)-1 x in the complex plane from the

resolvent set p(B). The operator B is said to have the single valued extension

property (s.v.e.p.) in case x#(A) is single valued for every x G M. In case B has

the s.v.e.p., the maximal domain of xb(A), p(B;x), is called the local resolvent

set of x and cr(B; x) — the complement of p(B; x), the local spectrum of x. For a

closed set 6 in C, M(B;6) = {x G U: cr(B;x) C 6} is a linear manifold invariant

under B. In case B is a decomposable operator, then B has the s.v.e.p.; M(B;8)

is closed, M(B; 6) is a maximal spectral space of B. Furthermore all maximal

spectral spaces of B are of this type (if M is a maximal spectral space of B, then

M = M(B;o(B\M))). For further details the reader is referred to Colojoara and

Foias. [4], Dunford and Schwartz [8] and Clancey [2].

In this note we shall study subnormal operators which are decomposable. These

operators, like normal operators, have an abundance of hyperinvariant subspaces.

In the first section we shall show that for any open set G of the complex plane, U =

M(S; G')®M(S;G)®M*, where M* is invariant under S* and the a(S* \M*) c dG
(complex conjugate of the dG). In the second section we shall consider the question

of the m.n.e. of S\M(S; G) and that of S\M(S; G'). G' denotes the complement of

G.

1. Spectral decomposition. The following proposition about normal opera-

tors is well known and is included to serve as a motivation for the main theorem of

this section.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let N — f X dE(X) be a normal operator acting on a Hubert

space K.IfG is an open set in C, then K = M(N; G) 9 M(N; G').

PROOF. If cr(N;x) Do(N;y) = 0, then, from the spectral theorem, it follows

that (x,y) = 0; thus M(N;G) C M(N;G')±.   To show the other side of the
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inclusion, suppose by way of contradiction that there exists anil M(N; G) such

that cr(N;x) |~l G jí 0. We can find a closed set ¿i C G such that o(N;x) fl

¿i 7^ 0 and o(N;x) is not contained in the closure of 8[. Let x = xi + x2 be

the decomposition of this x with respect to K = E(8i)K + E(8[)K. Since xi G

M(N;8i) C M(N;G) and x 6 M(N;G)±, Xi must be zero. But xi = 0 implies

that cr(N;x) — o(N;x2) C the closure of 8[, which contradicts the choice of 6\.

Thus x G M(N;G)± implies that <r(iV;x) C G'. Since G' is closed, M(N;G') is a
closed subspace and the proof is complete.

REMARK. If G is an open set, the above result shows that E(G)K - M(N; G).

The following propositions are either explicitly (and/or implicitly) contained in

Clancey and Wadhwa [3], Frunza [10], Radjabalipour [11], and Stampfli [12] and

are stated here for easy reference.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let S be a subnormal operator on a Hubert space M and

let N be the m.n.e. of S on a Hubert space K. Suppose S* has the s.v.e.p. Then

¡j(S*;x) C cr(N*; x) = cr(N; x) C o(S; x) for all x G M, where à denotes the complex

conjugate of the set a.

For a normal operator N, the orthogonal complement of the space M(N; G)

is M(N;G') which is the same as M(N*;G'). The following result will help to

describe the situation for a subnormal decomposable operator.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let S be an operator on a Hubert space M. Suppose both S

and S* have s.v.e.p. Then M(S*;G') C M±(S;G).

PROOF. Let x G M(S*;G'), i.e., cr(S*; x) C G'. In order to prove the result, it is

enough to show that if y G M(S; G), then (x, y) = 0. Recall that ys(X), X <£ a(S; y),
is the analytic extension of the function (S - X)_1y. For A ̂  [a(S;y) Utr(S*;x)],

(ys(X),x) = (ys(X),(S* -X)xs.(X))

= ((S - X)ys(X),xs-(X)) = (y,xs.(X)).

Thus h(X) = (ys(X),x) for A <£ a(S;y) and h(X) = (y,xs.(X)) for A i a(S*;x) is
a well-defined function. Also h(X) is analytic for all A ^ cr(S;y) and A ̂  ¿r(S*;y).

Since ¿r(S*;x)n<T(S;y) is empty, h(X) is an entire function; ||/i(A)|| —> 0 as A —> oo;

hence h(X) = 0 which implies that (x, y) = 0.

The following is a result of Frunza which plays a crucial role in Frunza's elegant

theorem that S is decomposable iff S* is decomposable.

PROPOSITION 1.4 (FRUNZA). If S is a decomposable operator on a Hubert

space M, then M(S;G)± is a maximal spectral space of S* andcr(S*\M(S;G)-L) C

G'. Thus M(S;G)± c M(S*;G').

This result of Frunza combined with Proposition 1.3 shows that if 5 is a decom-

posable operator on a Hubert space M, then

(1.2) U = M(S;G)®M(S*;G').

If S is decomposable, then S* is also decomposable, so we have

(1.3) U = M(S*;G)®M(S;G').
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Now we have the main theorem of this section:

THEOREM 1.4. Let S be a subnormal decomposable operator on a Hubert space

M. Let G be an open set in C. Then U = M(S;G) © M(S;G') © M*, where

M* = M(S*;G)QM(S;G') is a subspace of M(S*;dG) and is invariant under S*

and tr(S*\M*) C dG.

PROOF. By Proposition 1.2, since S is subnormal à(S*;x) C cr(S;x); thus

M(S;G') C M(S*;G'). Combine it with the decomposition (1.2), i.e., M =

M(S;G) © M(S*;G'), to get U = M(S;G) © M(S;G') © M* where M* =
M(S*;G')eM(S;G'). Obviously M(S;G)®M(S;G') is invariant under S, hence

M* is invariant under S*. Also for x G M*, x G M(S*;G'); therefore <r(S*;x) C

G'; x is orthogonal to M(S;G'), hence by the decomposition (1.3) the ¿t(5*;x) C

closure of G'. Thus o(S*;x) C dG for all xGM*.

REMARK. The Bergman shift S on L2(A) is an irreducible operator (i.e., it has

no nontrivial reducing subspace) and hence its dual T is also irreducible (Conway

[6, Corollary 1.8]). Since T is decomposable, for any open set G such that c(T)(lG

and o(T) C\G' are nonempty, the space M(T; G) and M(T; G') are both nontrivial.

Thus it follows from Theorem 1.4 that the corresponding space M* will be nonzero.

In particular, there will exist a nonzero vector / such that ¿t(T*; f) C dG (see also

Corollary 3.1 of Clancey and Wadhwa [3]).

2. The minimal normal extension. Let S acting on a Hilbert space U be

a subnormal operator and let N — f X dE(X) acting on K D M be the minimal

normal extension (m.n.e.) of S. If 5 is a subnormal and decomposable operator

and if G is any open set such that a(S) D G ^ 0, then the space M(S; G) is a

nonzero space contained in M(S; G). We shall show that the m.n.e. of S\M(S; G)

is the restriction of S to E(G)K. The situation appears to be more complex for the

m.n.e. of S\M(S;G). We shall show that the m.n.e. of S\M(S;G) is E(G)K + M,
where M is a reducing subspace of E(dG)K.

For any set G of the complex plane, M(S;G) - M(S;G O o(S)). So without
loss of generality we shall assume that G C o(T).

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S acting on M be a subnormal decomposable opera-

tor and let N — JXdE(X) acting on K be its m.n.e. Then the m.n.e. space of

S\M(S;G) is E(G)K.

PROOF. Let Ki = V{N*jf: f G M(S;G), j = 0,1,...} be the m.n.e. space
of S\M(S;G). By the remark following Proposition 1.1, E(G)K = M(N;G); also

o(N, N*f) C ct(N; f) C o(S; f) for all f GH, thus <i C E(G)K. Now suppose for
the sake of contradiction that E(G)KqKi = #i is a nonzero space. E(G)Ri — JL\\

therefore, by the regularity of the measure E, there exists a compact set 8 C G

such that E(8)Ri = R is nonzero. Now choose an open set Gi such that Gi PI 8 is

empty and GuGi D o-(S). (The set Gi can be chosen as follows: let s — dist(<5, G')

and let Gi = {z G C: dist(z,8) > s/2}.) Since S is decomposable, there exist

maximal spectral subspaces M and Mi such that M = M + Mi, where o(S\M) C G

and <t(5|Mi) C Gi, that is M C M(S,G) and Mx C MjS^Gi). Now the space

X"i + E(Gi)K reduces N and contains M(S; G) + M(S; Gi) and hence it contains
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M. However Z is orthogonal to /Ci + E(Gi)K. Thus, unless R is zero, we have a

contradiction to the assumption that N is the m.n.e. of S.

PROPOSITION 2_.2. Let S ant¿N be as in Proposition 2.1. The spectrum of the

m.n.e. of S\M(S;G) is equal to G.

PROOF. Let Kt = V{N*jf: f G M(S;G), j = 0,1,2,...}. Then Ni = N\Ki
is the m.n.e. of S\M(S;G). As in the preceding proof, Kt C E(G)K, since Ki

is a reduced N; a(Ni) C G. Now suppose, by way of contradiction, that cr(Ni)

is a proper subset of G. From elementary point set topological considerations, it

follows that 3A G G such that A £ cr(Ni), thus we can find a closed set 8 containing

a neighborhood of A such that 8Dct(Ni) = 0. Since 8 C G C a(S) = o(N), E(8)K
is not a zero space and E(8)K is orthogonal to Ki. The contradiction can now be

gotten by following the latter part of the proof of Proposition 2.1.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S and N be as in Proposition 2.1. Then the m.n.e.

space ofS\M(S;G) = E(G)K © M, where M is a subspace ofE(dG)K.

PROOF. _Let Kt = V{N*'f\ f G M (S; G), j = 0,1,2,...} be the m.n.e.
of S\M(S;G). It is clear from the proof of the previous two propositions that

E(G)K cKiC E(G)K, from which the result follows.
We would like to express our thanks to Professor Kevin Clancey for many ex-

tremely helpful discussions and to the referee for his incisive comments.
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